
Modeling the nasal vowel inventories predicted by phonetic biases and learning

Cross-linguistically, nasal contrasts are more common for low vowels than high
vowels [1]; Amuzgo contrasts [a] and [ã] but has no nasal counterpart to [i] [2].
Analogously, low vowels across languages are produced with a lower velum (more
nasal) than high vowels, perhaps from lowering biomechanics, which researchers have
hypothesized as causing the different nasal contrast frequencies [3].

However, mechanisms linking exactly how low vowels’ greater nasality would
lead to more low nasal contrasts remain to be specified and evaluated. As a proof of
concept, I demonstrate that, when assuming one often-discussed (e.g. [4]) model of
category learning and sound change, low vowels’ greater nasality does not predict they
are more likely to split into nasal/oral contrasts.

A Mixture of Gaussians (MOG, Figure 1) learner searches for the set of
categories that maximizes the likelihood of its input data. Intuitively, the less overlap
between vowel distributions, the more likely they’ll be learned as separate categories
(cf. [5]). When a learner’s input is noisily sampled from parents’ categories, it may learn
slightly different ones. Differences can accumulate over generations of MOGs, with
vowel categories splitting or merging (e.g. [4]).

Nasal contrasts arise when vowels neighboring nasal consonants split into a
nasal category, followed by consonant deletion ({ba, ban} → {ba, bãn} → {ba,bã} ,
Figure 2) [6]. If greater nasality contributes to more nasal contrasts, then adding low
vowels’ greater nasality to the learning data (Figure 3) should make MOG more likely to
split them into oral and nasal categories.

However, Figure 3 shows that even with greater nasality, oral/nasal splits for low
vowels are not more likely given MOG; the overlap between {ba, ban} is still the same
as {bi, bin}. This result challenges the hypothesis connecting low vowels’ nasality and
their nasal contrast frequency, but generates further questions: empirically, is low
vowels’ nasality difference (ba vs ban) also greater? Could a revised model, jointly
inferring category and context, misattribute consonant nasality (cf. [7]) more to
already-more-nasal low vowels? Broadly, this finding demonstrates that hypothesized
relationships between phonetics and typology depend on assumptions about learning.
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Figure 1. Example MOG uncategorized input (left) and categorized output (right). Categories are
Gaussian distributions. Each point represents a vowel token. “Nasality” is abstracted here, but could be
quantified by a perceptual scale ([8]) or velar port measurements as in (Henderson). The number of
categories need not be prespecified, by using either a Dirichelet process ([5]) or model comparison ([4]).

Figure 2. Example progression of nasal coarticulation (slightly more nasality in [ban] than [ba]) leading to
separate nasal/oral allophone categories (e.g. ba vs bãn), with consonant deletion assumed to happen
afterward.

Figure 3. Speakers’ intended low vowels (left) are shifted (center) toward greater nasality (right),
qualitatively reflecting [2]’s measurements of phonetic bias. Even when the low vowel distribution is
biased to greater nasality, the amount of overlap between oral and nasal context vowels is the same for
high {bi,bin} as low {ba, ban}.


